
 Task 2: Build Your Spacesuit 
 (Craft by: Artsy Craftsy Mom.com) 

 It’s time to build your spacesuit! Once you have it completed, post pictures in 

 your crewmate log (Facebook event). 

 Supplies needed  : 

 ●  Cardboard Roll, Craft Roll, or a TP Roll 
 ●  Colored Papers 
 ●  Scissors 
 ●  Glue Stick 
 ●  Black Marker 
 ●  Colored markers 
 ●  White Pen 

 Step By Step Instructions: 

 Start by cutting a TP roll into a 6-inch cylinder. 
 Press it to make it slightly flat. Using a scissor, 
 make rounded corners at the top. 

 The next step is to cut out some legs. You can 
 make rounded corners again or leave them as is. 

 Cut colored paper long enough to go around the 
 toilet paper roll one time and about 1″ wider than 
 the paper roll, on one side. Apply glue on a small 
 portion, on the “wrong side” of the colored paper, 
 and start wrapping it around the toilet paper roll, 
 leaving the 1-inch edge open. 



 Carefully cut out the top and bottom of the extra 
 edge to leave a smaller rectangle at the center of 
 the TP roll. 

 Gently press the extra colored paper on the top 
 inside the roll, until all paper is nicely tucked in and 
 glued to the tube at the top end. 

 Roll the 1-inch bit inwards to form the crew 
 member’s backpack. Cut a small oval in blue that 
 will form the space goggles. 



 Using a black marker, carefully go over the edge of 
 the Among us Crewmember, its backpack & the 
 visor as shown. 

 Optionally, shade parts of the spacesuit & space 
 goggles using markers in a darker shade than the 
 paper. Add a highlight using a white marker. 

 Skins, Hats, and Pets for the Among us Crewmates 

 The characters are a variety of colors and wear 

 space goggles and a backpack. In the game, you 

 can add on goofy hats. Cosmetics are items in 

 Among Us  used to customize characters. The three 

 types of cosmetics are hats, skins, and pets. Hats 

 are worn on players’ heads, skins are worn on their 

 bodies, and pets follow them around. 


